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from brühl to binissalem
✓ Awareness of our lack of political knowledge.

✓ Need to deep in the political structures of the eu.

✓ revision of political concepts such as democracy, right and left wings 
parties.



from brühl to binissalem
✓ weekly lessons on spanish political system.

✓ differences between conservative and social democratic ideologies.

✓ fake news, concept, how to identify them and analysis.

✓ research on political issues and their impact on media.



from brühl to binissalem
                                                study cases:

✓ The master degrees

✓ The role of Russia in the latest electoral processes

✓ the european union and fake news

✓ barcelona’s terrorist attack.

✓ october 1st catalonia’s referendum 



from brühl to binissalem
the case of fake master’s degrees

early this year some spanish politicians were accused of obtaining master’s 
degrees from the King Juan Carlos University in Madrid without ever attending 
classes or writing a dissertation.
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the case of fake master’s degrees

○ Cristina Cifuentes, Popular party (PP) , ex-president of Madrid 
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the case of fake master’s degrees

○ Pablo Casado, the new leader of Spain’s Popular Party (PP).

https://elpais.com/elpais/2018/07/23/inenglish/1532331034_395286.html
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the case of fake master’s degrees

○ Spanish prime minister, Pedro Sánchez of the Socialist Party (PSOE) .



from brühl to binissalem
            the interference of russia in the latest electoral processes

○ The American elections , donald trump

○ The united kingdom, brexit

○ catalonia
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the interference of russia in the latest electoral 

processes - THE USA

○ The Russian government interfered in the 2016 U.S. 
presidential election 

○ there is strong  evidence of  Russian’s operations. 
○ President Barack Obama warned Putin via the "red phone" to 

stop interfering or face consequences. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_electoral_intervention
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_presidential_election,_2016
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_presidential_election,_2016
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barack_Obama
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moscow%E2%80%93Washington_hotline
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the interference of russia in the latest electoral 

processes - THE brexit

David Cameron suggested that Russia "might be happy" with a 
positive Brexit vote.

the Kremlin’s active measures such as disinformation, cyber 
hacking, and corruption. disinformation. have been. 
condemned.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Cameron
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Russia has also employed The network of fake-news producers 
at full speed on Catalonia.

The Kremlin used the Catalan crisis as a way to deepen 
divisions within Europe and consolidate its international 
influence.

the interference of russia in the latest electoral processes - Catalonia’s referendum

https://elpais.com/elpais/2017/09/25/inenglish/1506323273_063367.html
https://elpais.com/elpais/2017/09/25/inenglish/1506323273_063367.html
https://elpais.com/agr/catalan_bid_for_independence/a


from brühl to binissalem
HOW does EU FACE FAKE NEWS?
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1.Coalition to fight fake news. 

2.Code of practice.

3.Ensure transparency 

HOW does EU FACE FAKE NEWS?
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-GermanY
-France 
-Spain
-Italy  
- United Kingdom

HOW does EU FACE FAKE NEWS?
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What happened on August 17th 2017?

at 5 p.m. in "La Rambla", the center of the 
city, when a ran over people for 530m in the 
central pedestrian zone. As a result of the 
attack, there were 15 victims and 131 
injured people. The van driver, Younes 
Abouyaaqoub, was able to scape but a few days 
later he was killed.
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Hours later , at 1.15 a.m., there was another attack in Cambrils repeating the same ran over. A 
lady was killed, but later, the terrorists were found.

the terrorist attack 17-A
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1. "Huffpost", published that a mossa officer killed 4 of the terrorists in Cambrils, and then 
"El Mundo" told us in fact it had been an agent of the Mossos, trained in The Spanish 
Legion. Both news were fake.

  2. "Huffpost" said: "A single agent of the Mossos killed 4 of the terrorists in Cambrils."

  3.    "El Mundo" said: "A "Mosso" trained in the Legion killed the terrorists 
           of Cambrils."

Fake news  - terrorist attack
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Fake news  - terrorist attack

"La Sexta" published on its website that an 
Australian child had been found alive after 
disappearing as a result of the attack, false  
the child had died in the attack. 

" news/society/they 
find-life-boy-australian-seven-years-missing-attack-barcelona" 
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 "Cuatro", published an article about a shooting 
in Nimes, France, where "La Vuelta Ciclista a 
España" was celebrated. false It was a man with a 
fake gun. 

Fake news - terrorist attack
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Fake news - terrorist attack - conclusions

○ economic interest

○ lack of information

○ lack of professionalism     

⇨   think, before acting  ⇨not always everything is true.
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Fake news - 1st October   - introduction

 A lot of people in Catalonia wants their independence. The citizens of Catalonia made a 
referendum to decide to vote for independence. the civil guard and the national police 
tried to prevent it. So, on the 1st of October of 2017, there was a lot of controversy and 
fake news were spread over. 
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Fake news - 1st October 

On Twitter on October 1 during the referendum it was said that the person in the 

image was injured in Catalonia by a rubber ball. False The photo was taken in 
2012 during the repression in Madrid of a protest by miners.

The child with a split head in the image. False  the minor had not been injured 
that day..
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Fake news - 1st October

fake Twitter account. It pretended to be the 
president of a political party in Catalonia 
and it threated Puigdemont to hit him to 
harm the real person.
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Fake news - 1st October

Social networks said that those singing 
"puigdemont we are going to put you in prison ..." 

are audience judges.  False it was  a music group 
called "porvenir", they have confirmed it.
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Fake news -  1st October - conclusions

○ to draw attention 
○ harm people. 
○ both sides.
○ investigate the origin 
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Thanks for being here !!!


